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a b s t r a c t 

A method is proposed for generating application domain agnostic data for training and evaluating machine 

learning systems. The proposed method randomly generates an expert system network based upon user specified 

parameters. This expert system serves as a generic model of an unspecified phenomena. The expert system is run 

to determine the ideal output from a set of random inputs. These inputs and ideal output are used for training 

and testing a machine learning system. This allows a machine learning technology to be developed and tested 

without requiring compatible test data to be collected or before data collection as a proof-of-concept validation of 

system operations. It also allows systems to be tested without data error noise or with known levels of noise and 

with other perturbations, to facilitate analysis. It may also facilitate testing system security, adversarial attacks 

and conducting other types of research into machine learning systems. 

• Provides an application domain agnostic way to test machine learning technologies and facilitates the 

generalization of results. 
• Allows technologies to be tested with data with different characteristics without having to locate datasets that 

have these characteristics. 
• Utilizes randomly generated network to represent non-specific phenomena which can be used for training and 

testing machine learning techniques. 
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Introduction 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies are widely used and provide 

significant benefits [1] to modern society. AI and ML can command robots [2] , play games [3] , find

software bugs [4] , help those with handicaps [5] , facilitate student learning [6] and even detect

hackers [7] . 

AI systems take a number of forms ranging from largely human-directed systems, where humans

define operating rules and protocols for the system to follow, to systems that adaptively learn on

their own or through a training process. ML systems fall into this later group. A number of different

ML techniques have been developed. Some learn by being supplied input and desired output data

[8] . Other systems provide ‘rewards’ to encourage system behaviors [9] or are developed to identify

association between different types of data [10] . Some ML systems are designed to be human-

understandable, while others are more opaque requiring human users to rely upon the functionality 

of the system, sight unseen [11 , 12] . 

As ML systems are developed, a variety of techniques are used to train them. When developing

systems for particular application areas, domain specific data is used to train them and test their

efficacy for the particular application [13] . However, Roh, Heo and Whang [13] note that a lack

of data often hinders development processes. This issue would inherently be more pronounced for 

demonstrating the efficacy of techniques, where multiple data sets might be required to demonstrate 

system efficacy and performance. 

In [14] , the use of gradient descent training was proposed for use with expert systems to create a

hybrid system with known-meaning nodes (facts) and associations (rules). A ‘perfect’ expert system 

network was used for training and evaluating the performance of the learning system. Inputs to this

system would serve as inputs to the system being trained and tested and the output of this system

would be used as the desired output for training or testing. This application agnostic and highly

configurable training and evaluation method is presented herein. 

Method details 

The ‘perfect’ model training approach can be used with both the expert system machine learning

approach it was presented with in [14] (as well as other machine learning approaches which might

be developed in the future for use with expert system networks) and neural networks. A key area of

future work will be assessing the approach’s efficacy for other types of artificial intelligence systems. 

Figures 1 shows how the technique can be used with neural networks. Figure 2 shows how it has

been used with expert system machine learning. 

Use with Neural Networks 

With a neural network, input values from the expert system are also used as input values to

the neural network. A designated node (or nodes) from the expert system is (are) compared to the

output (or outputs) of the neural network. For training, the expert system output (or outputs) is (are)

used as the target output (or outputs) by the training process. For evaluation, the neural network

output (or outputs) is (are) compared to the expert system output (or outputs) for purposes of system

efficacy assessment. Because a neural network is a densely connected network system (and nodes are

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2021.107275
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Compare

Fig. 1. Use of expert system network to train neural network. 

Compare

Fig. 2. Use of expert system network to train gradient descent expert system. 
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effectively homogeneous), the inputs and outputs of the expert system which are selected for training

can be paired with any input or output, respectively, of the neural network as long is this is done

consistently for training and data presentation. It is not necessary to pair all inputs or outputs of

the expert system with a neural network input or output (just as not all fields of a data set would

necessarily need to be used for an application domain training process). The number and selection of

inputs and outputs could, in fact, become an experimental variable for some types of system testing. 

Data from the ‘perfect’ model expert system can be used as inputs and outputs to the neural

network in a manner similar to collected data for a particular application area. Once the system has

been trained and ‘perfect’ model input data has been presented to collect post-training system results,

these results can be analyzed in the same way as result data from other neural network experiments

is analyzed. 

Use with Expert System Machine Learning 

With the expert system machine learning system, a very similar technique is used; however, 

for the system presented in [14] , only known-meaning associations (rules) are created between

nodes (facts). While the ‘perfect’ model training approach inherently abstracts the known-meaning 

concept somewhat (as none of the nodes necessarily have value in the real world – their meaning

is only within their construct), the fundamental concept is that a node (fact) represents a specific

identified piece of data. Given this, node inputs should only be connected to matching nodes in

the other network. Connecting non-matching nodes would be inherently illogical: it would be the 

equivalent of taking the answer supplied for one question and providing it as the answer for an

alternate arbitrary question. However, like with the use of this method for neural networks, it is not

necessary to supply a value for every node of the network under training. Components of the network

can, prospectively, be trained without training the entire network. Also, while the associations 

(rules) would ideally be the same between networks (for performance), this is not required. In fact,

[14] assessed system performance under a variety of perturbations of the network and more analysis

is planned, as future work, in this area. Other manipulations of the ‘perfect’ network data are also

possible to simulate noise, input error and other phenomena that may be of interest in testing a

technique. 

Once the ‘perfect’ network has been used for input and output data, like any other data source

would be used, any conventional assessment techniques for neural networks and other machine 

learning techniques can be used, as experimentally relevant, to assess and characterize system 

performance. 

Extended Uses 

Beyond the simple use of training and testing a machine learning system with perfect data, this

method can be used in a number of ways that may be beneficial to some experiments. Because

the initial state of the data is known to be error-free, within the artificial construct of its creation,

different perturbations can be added to the data to study their impact without fear of confoundment

with other variables which may be present in real world data. For example, a study could focus on the

resilience of a machine learning system to input or collection error and artificially introduce known

amounts of error to facilitate this assessment. Alternately, studies could introduce different types of 

bias in input or output data (or both) by applying relevant modifications to the ‘perfect’ data to study

the impact of this. 

In addition to manipulating the data from the ‘perfect’ network, the network itself (rules) and node

(fact) values can also be modified to simulate different types of phenomena. For example, a study

could compare different levels of complexity of the ‘perfect’ expert system network (representing 

the actual real-world complexity of a decision-making process) with different complexity levels of 

an abstracting machine learning expert system or different numbers of layers of a neural network.

Data patterns could be, similarly, studied by controlling the creation of the data that is used in the

‘perfect’ expert system. 
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eneralization Benefits 

A key benefit provided by this approach is as generalizability. Because the data can be generated

andomly (or randomly, based on known characteristics or with known perturbations), the results of

esting a system can be far more generalizable than would be possible with a given set of domain-

pecific test data. With domain-specific test data, questions of inherent biases and confoundment

ithin the data may be unresolvable or may be difficult to resolve. Using random generation

echniques, independence, dependence or interrelationships between nodes and rules are inherently

nown, as they were deliberately created. This allows focus to be placed on the technology being

eveloped or evaluated as opposed to necessarily being split between the technology and the

pplication domain. In fact, some studies may benefit from first assessing a technology generally, then

ssessing it with generated domain-specific characteristic data (i.e., data that has the characteristics

hat the domain data is believed to have), before supplying it with actual data. This would allow

he logical / domain-theoretical characteristics of the system to be assessed (and the system to be,

erhaps, modified as needed) before introducing the complexities of real-world data. Additionally,

f the system performed as expected with the simulated data and differently with the actual data,

his may indicate an error in the model or that additional aspects of a phenomena being studied

re not modeled. This could help improve researchers’ understanding of the phenomena itself. The

omparison of the simulated data system and the real-world data system could even, in some cases,

e used as part of the validation of the accuracy of the model implemented itself. 

ummary 

The ‘perfect’ model training and validation method can be used with neural networks and machine

earning trained expert systems to assess their performance. It can be used to demonstrate and assess

ase functionality as well as to assess performance under different scenarios which can be simulated

hrough data or ‘perfect’ model rule-fact network perturbation. Additionally, it can potentially be used

o assess the differences between an ideal model of a phenomena and data collected from the real-

orld, to assess model accuracy. The method may have application to additional styles of machine

earning, beyond neural networks and machine learning trained expert systems. This remains an area

f potential future work and analysis. 
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